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Phase change materials (PCMs) have long been used as a storage medium in rewritable compact disk and later in random access memory. In recent years, integration of PCMs with nanophotonic structures has introduced a new paradigm for non-volatile reconfigurable optics. However, the high loss of the archetypal PCM Ge2Sb2Te5 in both visible and telecommunication wavelengths has fundamentally limited its applications. Sb2S3 has recently emerged as a wide-bandgap PCM with transparency windows ranging from 610 nm to near-IR. In this paper, the strong optical phase modulation and low optical loss of Sb2S3 are experimentally demonstrated for the first time in integrated photonic platforms at both 750 and 1550 nm. As opposed to silicon, the thermo-optic coefficient of Sb2S3 is shown to be negative, making the Sb2S3–Si hybrid platform less sensitive to thermal fluctuation. Finally, a Sb2S3 integrated non-volatile microring switch is demonstrated which can be tuned electrically between a high and low transmission state with a contrast over 30 dB. This work experimentally verifies prominent phase modification and low loss of Sb2S3 in wavelength ranges relevant for both solid-state quantum emitters and telecommunication, enabling potential applications such as optical field programmable gate array, post-fabrication trimming, and large-scale integrated quantum photonic network.

1. Introduction

Traditional means of tuning silicon photonic integrated circuits (PICs) primarily rely on thermo-optic or free carrier dispersion effect. Thermo-optic phase shifters built on silicon-on-insulator (SOI) platform have achieved device footprint <10 μm[1] but are slow and power hungry (See Table 1). Phase shifters based on free carrier dispersion effect can significantly reduce the power consumption and increase the modulation speed but suffer in terms of large device length (>100 μm) as a result of small refractive index change (usually Δn <10−3).[2,3] To overcome these limitations, the silicon photonics community has started to head toward a hybrid approach where foreign materials are integrated with SOI waveguides to act as a tuning medium.[4] One of the promising candidates is organic electro-optic (EO) polymer which exhibits large Pockels effect and fast tuning speed.[5–7] However, these organic compounds have tendency to degrade at temperature >100 °C, which renders them unsuitable to interface with the active electronics that heat up during the operation. Lithium Niobate (LN), an EO material which has long been used in free-space EO modulators, has recently gained traction thanks to the development of advanced dry etching techniques, which lead to extreme low-loss (0.25 dB cm−1) waveguides.[8] The complementary-metal–oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) compatibility of LN also makes it attractive for large-scale PIC.[9] Nevertheless, devices based on LN tend to have large footprint (>1 mm) due to the minimal refractive index change as a result of small Pockels coefficient. Nano-opto-electro-mechanical (NEOM) devices[10] based on plasmonic-silicon hybrid waveguide offer attojoule switching and small footprint but are relatively slow in operation. Additionally, mechanical devices often suffer from low yield and reliability issues. Silicon-plasmonic modulators that harness the free-carrier dispersion effect of ITO[11] can support operation speed up to 1.1GHz and have device footprint down to 1.4 μm but often suffer from high insertion loss. Finally, all the aforementioned tuning methods are volatile, necessitating a constant supply of the electric power. Although memristor switch based on the filamentation of amorphous silicon[12] can provide non-volatility, it is plagued by high insertion loss and has very slow switching speed.

Phase change materials (PCMs) can mitigate these fundamental limitations, thanks to the non-volatile phase transition and strong index modulation (typically Δn ≈ 1), and thus can enable reconfigurable PICs for various applications including photonic switches,[13,14] photonic memory,[15] optical computing,[16] and optical neural network.[17] The suitability of PCMs for application in non-volatile reconfigurable photonics comes from its large contrast in complex refractive index upon...
phase transition,[18] long-term stability of multiple crystallographic phases,[19] reversible switching between the amorphous and crystalline states by both optical and electrical means,[19] cyclability of up to 1015,[20] sub-nanosecond switching speed,[21] and low switching energy.[22]

Among various PCMs, Ge2Sb2Te5 (GST) is by far the most studied material in integrated photonics.[23] Table 1 compares the performance metrics of a GST-based integrated photonic switch[13,14] with other popular tuning mechanisms for silicon photonics. While GST provides clear advantages over other tuning mechanisms in terms of power consumption and compact size, the performance of GST–SOI based integrated photonics is fundamentally limited by strong band to band absorption in the visible wavelengths and the near-IR (see Experimental Section) on silicon substrates and were later annealed for 20 min at four different temperatures, ranging from 423 to 573 K. The optical constants of SbS in amorphous and crystalline states were first measured by ellipsometry (Figure 1a) for optical mode simulation. The phase transition is confirmed in both X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Figure 1b) and Raman spectroscopy (Figure 1c). We found that the material started to crystallize at ~523 K and continued to crystallize through 573 K, as seen from the emerging XRD peaks in Figure 1b. The Bragg diffraction angles 2θ that give rise to constructive interference match with previous literature[35–38] and such approach does not work near visible wavelength, and so on.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Materials Characterization

Four samples of 100 nm-thick SbS were deposited by sputtering (see Experimental Section) on silicon substrates and were later annealed for 20 min at four different temperatures, ranging from 423 to 573 K. The optical constants of SbS in amorphous and crystalline states were first measured by ellipsometry (Figure 1a) for optical mode simulation. The phase transition is confirmed in both X-ray diffraction (XRD) (Figure 1b) and Raman spectroscopy (Figure 1c). We found that the material started to crystallize at ~523 K and continued to crystallize through 573 K, as seen from the emerging XRD peaks in Figure 1b. The Bragg diffraction angles 2θ that give rise to constructive interference match with previous literature[35–38]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tuning medium</th>
<th>Tuning method</th>
<th>Operation mode</th>
<th>Energy per bit</th>
<th>Speed</th>
<th>Insertion loss [dB]</th>
<th>Length of active region</th>
<th>Scalability</th>
<th>High temperature operation</th>
<th>Nonvolatility</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Si[1]</td>
<td>Thermo-optic</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>30.5 nJ</td>
<td>≈100 kHz</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>10 μm</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si[2]</td>
<td>Free-carrier dispersion, PN</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>4.2 pJ</td>
<td>≈20 GHz</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>1 mm</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si[3]</td>
<td>Free-carrier dispersion, PIN</td>
<td>Monolithic</td>
<td>5 pJ</td>
<td>≈9 GHz</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.1 mm</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Au[15]</td>
<td>NOEM</td>
<td>Plasmonic and cavity-assisted</td>
<td>130 aJ</td>
<td>≈12 MHz</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>10 μm</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>×</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EO polymer[5,7]</td>
<td>Electro-optics</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>0.7 fJ</td>
<td>≈100 GHz</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.5 mm</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lithium Niobate[9]</td>
<td>Electro-optics</td>
<td>Hybrid</td>
<td>170 fJ</td>
<td>≈70 GHz</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>3 mm</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ITO[10]</td>
<td>Free-carrier dispersion</td>
<td>Plasmonic</td>
<td>2046 fJ</td>
<td>1.1 GHz</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>1.4 μm</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Si[12]</td>
<td>Filamentation</td>
<td>Plasmonic</td>
<td>750 μJ</td>
<td>≈kHz</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>5 μm</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GST[13,14]</td>
<td>Material phase change</td>
<td>Cavity-assisted</td>
<td>11 nJ, 86 nJ</td>
<td>≈10 MHz</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>&lt;5 μm</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Comparison of different tuning mechanisms used in integrated silicon photonics. The areas that GST is superior to are highlighted in red.

Table 1. Comparison of different tuning mechanisms used in integrated silicon photonics. The areas that GST is superior to are highlighted in red.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Δn at 633 nm</th>
<th>k at 633 nm</th>
<th>Δn/k at 633 nm</th>
<th>Δn at 1550 nm</th>
<th>k at 1550 nm</th>
<th>Δn/k at 1550 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GST[13]</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>2.74</td>
<td>1.09</td>
<td>2.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GSST[13]</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>2.56</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>4.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb2Se3[28]</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sb2S3</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nonvolatility: ✓ indicates non-volatility; × indicates volatility.
and correspond to the characteristic crystallographic planes in typical SbS crystals. The optical micrographs (right panel of Figure 1b) support the XRD results, showing the nucleation and growth of SbS polycrystalline domains with increasing temperature. The grain growth was incomplete at 523 K and reached a completion at 573 K. This is further corroborated by the Raman spectrum showing the characteristic Raman shift in both as-deposited amorphous and annealed crystalline SbS, denoted as aSbS and cSbS, respectively, with good match to the previous literatures.\[36,38\]

The minimal optical loss of SbS originates from its wide bandgap[39] (\(\sim 1.7-2\) eV), which leads to suppressed band to band absorption from 610 nm. Even in its crystalline state, SbS exhibits low loss \((k = 0.05)\) at 1550 nm. This is superior to the recently-reported broadband transparent GST\[33,39,40\] which has near-zero loss at 1550 nm in amorphous state but suffers from non-negligible loss in the crystalline state (see Table 2). Another emerging PCM \(\text{Sb}_2\text{Se}_3\) has near zero loss in both states near 1550 nm\[34\] but is plagued by the bandgap absorption in the visible range and hence exhibits measurable losses near 633 nm. One potential limitation for SbS, however, is the simultaneous reduction in both \(\Delta n\) and \(k\), as a result of Kramers–Kronig relation, and hence smaller phase shift per unit length. However, this could be easily overcome by using longer or thicker SbS (as discussed later in the paper), thanks to the reduced optical absorption.

The effective index and mode profiles of the waveguides with different thicknesses of SbS on SOI waveguide are simulated using Numerical Mode Solutions to find the optimal thickness. Here, the ellipsometry data from 20 nm SbS is used instead of 100 nm SbS in amorphous and crystalline states. The index contrast far beyond 0.022 due to the phase transition of 20 nm SbS. Thanks to the low loss of SbS, we get a large ratio between the effective index change and the loss at the crystalline state \((\frac{\Delta n_{\text{eff}}}{k_{\text{eff}}} \approx 4.183)\). Note that the final capping layer of 10 nm SiN is not considered in the reported simulation. The extra SiN capping raises the effective index by 0.06 but does not change the \(\Delta n_{\text{eff}}\) and loss. The increased imaginary part in cSbS indicates the increase of optical absorption in the crystalline state. We also plot the change of effective index and optical absorption as a function of SbS thickness (Figure 2e).

The index contrast increases with increasing PCM thickness (as the optical mode has stronger interaction with the PCM) but the optical absorption also becomes larger. This is illustrated in Figure 2c,d with 66 nm of SbS integrated on silicon waveguide \((\Delta n_{\text{eff}} = 0.038\) and \(\Delta n_{\text{eff}} = 3.98)\). Based on our simulation, we chose the SbS thickness as 20 nm to reduce the excess loss \((\alpha = \frac{4\pi k_{\text{eff}}}{\lambda} = 0.185\) dB/\(\mu\)m\(^{3}\) and \(\Delta n_{\text{eff}} = 0.022)\). The index contrast far surpasses the typical Si thermal phase shifter which can only achieve \(\Delta n_{\text{eff}} < 1.8 \times 10^{-4}\) per Kelvin change in temperature.\[41\]

The 20nm thickness is also chosen to facilitate the thermal diffusion as the PCM needs to be quenched rapidly during amorphization so thinner film has faster cooling rate.\[42\]

### 2.2. SbS on Si Microring Resonators

Varying lengths of 20 nm and 66 nm thick SbS are deposited on Si microring resonators of radius 20 \(\mu\)m (device schematic shown in Figure 2f) using standard fabrication techniques (See Experimental Section). The insets show the optical micrograph of Si microring patterned with 10 \(\mu\)m-long, 20 nm-thick SbS and the cross-section of the device. The PCM is capped with 10 nm of PECVD SiN to prevent oxidation during annealing.

The phase shift induced by GST\[33\] and different thicknesses of SbS near 1550 nm are compared in Figure 3a where the length of PCM is fixed at 10 \(\mu\)m. It can be seen that due to the high loss of cGST \((\alpha = 76\) dB/\(\mu\)m\(^{3}\)), the resonance is completely destroyed at crystalline state, whereas the resonance is clearly visible for the 20 nm and 66 nm thick cSbS capped rings, implying that cSbS has much lower optical loss than GST. This demonstrates that SbS could potentially be used to build optical phase shifter\[43\] that operates based on electro-refractive modulation. The spectral shift caused by phase transition of 66 nm SbS is 0.93 nm compared to 0.53 nm for 20nm SbS, giving rise to 75% increase in the shift. This is very close to the 73% increase in \(\Delta n_{\text{eff}}\) predicted by the mode simulation (Figure 2a--d). It is also worth pointing out that the microring is designed to be critically coupled at crystalline state which is the reason why the extinction ratio of the resonance increases dramatically as a result of the enhanced loss due to the phase transition. Figure 3b shows how the spectral shift and extinction

---

**Figure 1.** Material characterization of SbS. a) Fit refractive index (\(n\)) and extinction coefficient (\(k\)) of 100 nm SbS in amorphous and crystalline states. b) X-ray diffraction spectrum of SbS annealed at four different temperatures for 20 min. Characteristic diffraction peaks are indexed based on literatures. The right panel shows the morphological evolution of SbS polycrystal grains as the annealing temperature increases (scale bar is 200 \(\mu\)m). c) Raman spectrum of amorphous and crystalline (annealed at 573 K) SbS. The characteristic Raman shifts of cSbS are indexed according to the literature.
ratio evolved as the length of 66 nm-thick SbS increases from 0 to 50 µm across the telecommunication C-band. The red shift becomes increasingly large such that the resonance eventually shifts over one free spectral range of the microring at 50 µm.

The rise in optical loss with length is confirmed by the transition from overcoupling (small resonance dip) at 0 µm, near critical coupling (maximum dip) at 10 µm, and strong undercoupling (small dip) at 50 µm. Notice that a red shift (≈0.83 nm) is seen on the 0 µm one (i.e., no SbS) due to a global capping of PECVD SiN before thermal annealing, which does not affect our conclusion as the capping layer is lossless and affects all the devices equally.

To analyze the optical phase modulation effect and loss quantitatively, the resonance dip near 1550 nm is fit with a Lorentzian function to extract the quality factor (Q) and the loss (Figure 3c). The optical phase modulation effect is quantified as the spectral shift $\Delta \lambda$ from aSbS to cSbS, while the attenuation is extracted from the $Q$ factor reduction from amorphous to crystalline state. The results are plotted in Figure 3d,e. The experimental data shows a good linear fit where the red shift due to the SbS phase transition increases linearly with the length of SbS. The spectral shift per unit length of SbS is extracted to be 0.060 ± 0.006 nm µm$^{-1}$. The loss introduced by SbS is estimated from the $Q$ factors using the relation:

$$\frac{\Delta \lambda}{L_{\text{SbS}}} = \frac{\Delta n_{\text{eff}} \lambda_0}{2\pi R n_{\text{eff}}}$$

where $n_g$ is the group index, $Q$ is the quality factor of the ring after SbS phase transition, and $Q_0$ is the $Q$ factor of the ring with as-deposited SbS; FSR is the free spectral range. The loss of cSbS (orange line) increases linearly with the PCM length whereas the aSbS (blue line) remains almost flat, signifying extremely low loss as also confirmed by the mode simulation (Figure 2a). The attenuation of cSbS is estimated to be 0.16 ± 0.02 dB µm$^{-1}$, almost 50 times smaller than that of cGST.[13]

The spectral shift induced by PCM on ring can be numerically calculated using the following equation:[13]

$$\frac{\Delta \lambda}{L_{\text{SbS}}} = \frac{\Delta n_{\text{eff}} \lambda_0}{2\pi R n_{\text{eff}}}$$

where $n_g$ is the group index, $Q$ is the quality factor of the ring after SbS phase transition, and $Q_0$ is the $Q$ factor of the ring with as-deposited SbS; FSR is the free spectral range. The loss of cSbS (orange line) increases linearly with the PCM length whereas the aSbS (blue line) remains almost flat, signifying extremely low loss as also confirmed by the mode simulation (Figure 2a). The attenuation of cSbS is estimated to be 0.16 ± 0.02 dB µm$^{-1}$, almost 50 times smaller than that of cGST.[13]

The experimental data shows a good linear fit where the red shift due to the SbS phase transition increases linearly with the length of SbS. The spectral shift per unit length of SbS is extracted to be 0.060 ± 0.006 nm µm$^{-1}$. The loss introduced by SbS is estimated from the $Q$ factors using the relation:[13]

$$\frac{\Delta \lambda}{L_{\text{SbS}}} = \frac{\Delta n_{\text{eff}} \lambda_0}{2\pi R n_{\text{eff}}}$$

where $R$ is the radius of the microring, $\lambda_0$ and $n_{\text{eff}}$ are the resonance wavelength and effective index before phase change, respectively. $\Delta n_{\text{eff}}$ due to SbS phase change is extracted from the mode simulation as discussed above. The simulation results are compared with the experimental results in Table 3.

The extracted $\Delta n_{\text{eff}}$ from the experiment is 0.012 compared to 0.022 from simulation (which uses the ellipsometry data from blanket SbS measurement). This reflects a potential deviation of material optical properties, especially the real part of refractive index, as the PCM shrinks down from 1 by 1cm blanket film (used for ellipsometry) to thin nanoscale patches on waveguides. Similar deviation has also been previously reported in
Another possible explanation is the change of SbS composition upon thermal annealing due to the Sulfur loss. Although we have verified that the stoichiometry change is small for 100 nm SbS upon thermal annealing (See Section S2, Supporting information), it is hard to rule out the effect of composition change in 20 nm SbS. It is possible that only the surface PCM suffers from composition variation, so the measured composition change is small for 100 nm SbS. For 20 nm SbS, such variation, if indeed exists, may lead to more prominent deterioration of device performance.

Finally, the non-niform coverage of SbS on the waveguide sidewall could also be a contributing factor – SbS deposited on the sidewall is likely to be thinner than on the top of the waveguide due to the slight directional nature of the sputtering (See Section S3, Supporting information). On the other hand, the ellipsometry does predict the imaginary part of refractive index accurately which implies that the material's optical loss does not vary significantly as the dimensions reduce. The extracted loss is higher than what was found in the previous work[34] where SbS was also capped on Si waveguides. This higher loss can be attributed to surface oxidation or Sulfur migration due to the thin (10 nm) capping layer used. Thicker encapsulation (>50nm) could prevent this in future. The result shown here provide an insight to the design of PCM based photonic devices where the discrepancy between nano-patterned and the bulk material's optical properties must be considered.

### 2.3. Electrical Switching of SbS

To demonstrate the feasibility of an active integrated device based on SbS, an ITO external heater is patterned on top of the PCM to achieve on-chip electrical actuation of SbS phase transition (see Experimental Section for fabrication details and the optical characterization setup), as shown in Figure 4a. On-chip electrically switching has advantages over excitation by free-space laser[34] or waveguide optical switching, because it does not require the complex alignment process of free-space setup while it allows scale-up of the PICs with increased compute density. Additionally, as low-loss PCMs like SbS do not absorb light near 1550 nm, green or even blue laser must be used for optical switching, in which case the light will not be guided within the waveguides designed for near IR. While other means of electrical switching mechanisms[34,45,46] have been harnessed for tuning PCMs in integrated photonics, ITO microheater[47-49] has the benefits of high electrical conductivity, low optical loss from visible to near IR, and easy integration via sputtering. By applying voltage pulses across the ITO, electrical current causes Joule heating and subsequently phase transition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulation</th>
<th>Experiment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \lambda [\text{nm/\mu m}] )</td>
<td>0.109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \Delta \alpha [\text{dB/\mu m}] )</td>
<td>0.185</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.** SbS on Si microring resonators. a) Optical spectrum of microring resonators capped with 20 nm GST(top), 66 nm SbS (middle), and 20 nm SbS (bottom) in amorphous and crystalline states. The length of PCM was kept at 10 \( \mu \text{m} \). The inset of middle plot shows the SEM of 66 nm SbS placed only on top of the waveguide (scale bar: 5 \( \mu \text{m} \)). b) Transmission of ring resonators over the C band for increasing length of 66 nm aSbS and cSbS on SOI. 0 \( \mu \text{m} \) indicates the absence of SbS (i.e., a bare ring). c) Lorentzian fitting of measured resonance dip of \( Q \) factor = 5000. d) Optical loss of 20 nm thick aSbS and cSbS on SOI at various lengths. e) Spectral shift from amorphous to crystalline with increasing length of 20 nm thick SbS on SOI.
of the PCM. Here, a microring modulator design\(^\text{[50]}\) is adopted to amplify the modulation effect of SbS. The Si waveguide is partially etched by 140 nm, as opposed to fully etched, to leave an 80 nm-thick Si slab which acts as a heat sink to facilitate thermal diffusion from the PCM. It also helps the lift-off of ITO film as thinner ITO can be used to ensure conformal step coverage. The false color SEM in Figure 4b shows a fabricated device where the Si waveguide is conformally covered with ITO. The SbS is deposited beneath the ITO, and hence is not visible in the SEM. Figure 4c,d demonstrates the electrical switching of 8 µm-long SbS into its crystalline state by a DC voltage sweep from 0 to 1 V at power of 13 mW. The \(I–V\) curve in Figure 4e shows a relatively linear relationship – a proof that ITO has stable resistance over this voltage/temperature range. Heat transfer simulation\(^\text{[42]}\) in Figure 4f (top) shows the temperature distribution under stationary heating from a DC voltage of 1 V. The temperature reaches 650 K which is higher than the crystallization temperature but lower than the melting point of SbS. The DC sweep allows extended period for long range atomic diffusion, during which the atoms can settle in the most energetically favorable positions. The red shift is a result of PCM phase transition because it was found that the refractive index of amorphous ITO remains relatively constant upon heating up to 773 K\(^\text{[31]}\) while the thermo-optic effect is volatile. The spectral shift of 0.4 nm matches very well with the predicted shift of 0.39 nm based on simulation of rib waveguide (see Section S4, Supporting information) but lower than what was measured from fully etched waveguide (0.48 nm) due to less mode confinement. However, since the ring is designed to be critically coupled at crystalline state, it is still large enough to give an extinction ratio of over 30 dB in optical transmission with minimal increase in the resonance linewidth. The strong phase modulation at a cost of small loss shows that SbS is a promising tuning medium for next-generation non-volatile large-scale PICs.

The device can be reset by applying a 6 V 200 ns square pulse using a function generator, causing a slight blue shift. The bottom plot of Figure 4f shows the simulated temperature distribution after a 200 ns 6 V square pulse is applied. The temperature at the top layer of SbS has reached over 1000 K, more than what is required for amorphization and below the melting point of Si waveguide, which is confirmed by plotting PCM temperature against time (Figure S4c, Supporting information). The trailing edge of the pulse was set to be 8 ns to allow the melt-quench of the PCM during which the fast-moving atoms are quickly frozen into a disordered state. However, the RESET spectrum does not perfectly overlap with the original spectrum while the \(Q\) factor remains roughly the same as the SET spectrum. We speculate that the abrupt resistivity increase of ITO at 650 K\(^\text{[52]}\) gives rise to regional thermal hot spots that cause nonuniform heating of the PCM. Pulses of higher voltages led to further blue shift and broadening of resonance dip, which implies that the PCM amorphization is accompanied by waveguide damage, as some local hotspots may have temperature exceeding the melting point of Si (See Figure S5, Supporting information). Since the cyclability of blanket film SbS has been recently reported using laser pulses,\(^\text{[34,53]}\) we believe the low cyclability of our device is more of a heater design issue rather than SbS’s material issue. Transparent conductors whose conductivity is thermally stable such as graphene\(^\text{[44]}\) and FTO\(^\text{[55]}\) could provide a better solution for operation with large number of cycles.

Figure 4. Electrical switching of SbS. a) Schematic of integrated photonic microring switch based on SbS. b) Cross-section of the device, optical micrograph (scale bar: 200 µm) and false color SEM (scale bar: 3 µm) of the fabricated device. c,d) Transmission spectrum showing the SET and RESET operation as red and blue shift of the resonance dip. e) \(I–V\) curve (red) and power (blue) during a 0–1 V DC sweep that triggered the SET operation. f) Temperature distribution under stationary heating at 1 V (top) and after 200 ns pulse at 6 V (bottom). Scale bar is 500 nm.
The switching time for the SET operation is 1s, which is the duration of 0–1 V voltage sweep, while the switching time for RESET is 200 ns, which is the pulse width. Such relatively slow switching speed is however not limited by the fundamental PCM properties but by the thermally unstable heater material and unoptimized heater design (i.e., thermal diffusion is impeded by the thick ITO). In the future, the waveguides can be planarized to reduce the required heater material thickness or atomically thin heater such as graphene can be used. The room-temperature thermal conductivity\(^{[56]}\) of cSbS is 1.2 W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) (vs 0.6 W m\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) of cGST), while the heat capacity at constant pressure\(^{[57]}\) of cSbS is 353 J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) (vs 199 J kg\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\) of cGST).

Hence, with the same heater design, we would expect even faster switching speed of cSbS than cGST, though more energy is required for the amorphization, which can be achieved by using higher voltage pulses without increasing the pulse length.

Finally, we compare the performance metrics of our SbS integrated photonic switch to microring switches based on GST\(^{[13]}\) and GSST \(^{[33]}\) (Table 4). Although the SbS integrated switch uses an 8 µm-long SbS (vs 5 µm for GST), its insertion loss is estimated to be only 0.48 dB compared to 1.8 dB for GST (See Section S6, Supporting information for insertion loss estimation). The insertion loss of SbS-based microring switch is comparable to that based on GSST. However, PCM used in our devices is shorter and thinner which will help to reduce the total energy consumption required for phase transition. Note that ITO has non-negligible loss near 1550 nm. The GST here is capped with only 10 nm ITO while the SbS is capped with 200 nm of ITO. If thinner ITO or a PIN\(^{[14]}\) heater is used instead, the insertion loss would expect to decrease further.

### 2.4. Thermo-Optic Effect of SbS

Due to the large positive thermo-optic (TO) effect of silicon,\(^{[41]}\) SOI platform is prone to thermal fluctuations, particularly for high-\(Q\) optical resonators.\(^{[98]}\) Integrated metal heaters near the resonators are normally used to stabilize the temperature and prevent resonance drift from the temperature variation in the environment.\(^{[59,60]}\) The TO effect of GST has already been investigated on SiN waveguides.\(^{[61]}\) Here, we showed that SbS exhibits strong negative TO effect that counteracts the positive TO effect of silicon. The overall TO coefficient of SbS–SOI hybrid waveguide is hence lower than pure Si waveguide, making the hybrid system more thermally stable. By heating the ring resonators capped with different lengths of SbS, the TO coefficient of SbS on SOI is extracted in both amorphous and crystalline states near 1550 nm. Thicker SbS (66 nm) is used to amplify the minimal change in resonance spectrum from the TO effect of SbS. Note that the PCM is only placed on top of the waveguide to simplify the calculation of mode confinement factor (Figure 2c,d). The TO coefficient of SbS–SOI hybrid waveguide can be approximated to the first order as:\(^{[62]}\)

\[
\frac{dn_{\text{eff}}}{dT} = \Gamma_{\text{Si}}(\lambda) \frac{dn_{\text{Si}}}{dT}(\lambda) + \Gamma_{\text{SbS}} \frac{dn_{\text{SbS}}}{dT}(\lambda)
\]

where the mode confinement factors \(\Gamma^{[63]}\) of Si waveguide and SbS are wavelength dependent and can be calculated using Lumerical mode solutions (see Section S7, Supporting information). By adjusting the temperature of a thermal electric controller beneath the chip, we can tune the resonances (Figure 5a). Using the resonance shift and the temperature change, the collective TO coefficient of SbS–Si hybrid waveguide can be expressed as (see Section S7, Supporting information for derivation):
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that the SbS is only placed on top of the waveguide. b) Transmission spectrum of SiN ring resonators capped with 5 µm aSbS and cSbS near 750 nm.

\[
\frac{dn_{eff}}{dT} = \left( \frac{\lambda_{res} n_{eff}^S}{\lambda_{res} n_{eff}^D} - \frac{n_{eff}^S}{n_{eff}^D} \right) 2\pi R - \frac{\lambda_{res}}{\lambda_{res}^D} \frac{\left( \frac{\lambda_{res}}{\lambda_{res}^0} - 1 \right) n_{eff}^D}{\Delta T} \quad (4)
\]

Note that \( \frac{dn_{eff}}{dT} \) and \( \frac{dn_{eff}^S}{dT} \) in Equation (4) not only describe the TO effect of SbS–SOI hybrid waveguide and Si waveguide, but also include the effect of dispersion which must be subtracted to extract the pure temperature effect to the refractive index. \( n_{eff}^S \) and \( n_{eff}^D \) are the effective indices of SbS–Si hybrid waveguide and SOI waveguide respectively at the resonance wavelength before the temperature change of \( \Delta T \). \( \lambda_{res}^D \) and \( \lambda_{res}^S \) are the resonance wavelengths before and after the temperature change, respectively. Substituting Equation (3) into Equation (4) hence yields the expression of TO coefficient of pristine SbS in terms of the measurable parameters \( \lambda_{res}^D \), \( \lambda_{res}^S \), and \( \Delta T \). Here, the length of the SbS is varied from 0 to 80 µm (nine rings) and each device is measured at five different temperatures (i.e., for four \( \Delta Ts \)) from 297 to 317 K, giving four values of TO coefficient for each length of SbS. No definite dependency of SbS TO coefficient on temperature is observed in the experiment. Hence, it is assumed that the change in the TO coefficient with temperature is negligible for both Si and SbS in this temperature range. Figure 5b shows the wavelength dependent TO coefficients of both amorphous and crystalline SbS compared with Si near 1550 nm.\[41\] The data points are calculated as the average of TO coefficients across four \( \Delta Ts \) while the error bars measure the standard deviation from the average of four. The TO coefficient of aSbS exhibits a strong linear dependency to wavelength, whereas the TO coefficient of cSbS is wavelength independent. The TO coefficient of aSbS and cSbS at 1550 nm are estimated to be \( -3.11 \times 10^{-4} \) K\(^{-1}\)and \( -7.28 \times 10^{-5} \) K\(^{-1}\). The strong negative TO effect of SbS shows that the SbS–SOI hybrid platform has less sensitivity to heat fluctuation than SOI does and is suitable for use in non-volatile integrated photonics.

2.5. SbS on SiN Microring Resonators

Finally, since SbS is transparent near visible wavelengths, the tuning ability of SbS on SiN platform is also investigated. Specifically, we probed the wavelength regime near 750 nm, where quantum emitters like SiV in diamond\[64\] and quantum materials like WSe\(_2\) emit.\[65\] A second chip was fabricated (See Experimental Section) on SiN-on-oxide platform with similar design to probe the optical properties of SbS near 750 nm. The wide bandgap of SiN makes it transparent in the visible wavelengths and is widely used in integrated quantum optics.\[62,66\] Figure 6a,b shows the mode simulation of 20 nm SbS on SiN at 750 nm wavelength where the effective index change \( \Delta n_{eff} = 0.04 \) is nearly two times that of SbS on SOI at 1550 nm. The theoretically calculated \( \Delta \lambda \) is 0.273 nm \( \mu m^{-1} \) and the loss is 2.48 dB \( \mu m^{-1} \). Figure 6c shows the transmission spectrum of 5 \( \mu m\)-long SbS on SiN ring (10 \( \mu m \) radius) before and after thermal annealing. Owing to low optical losses, the resonances are clearly visible in both amorphous and crystalline states from 720 to 770 nm whereas the same length of GST will completely destroy the resonances. Hence, our experiment demonstrates the unlimited potential of SbS to be used in tunable visible integrated photonics. We note that the experimentally extracted \( \Delta \lambda \) and loss of cSbS do not match quite well with the simulation (see Section S7, Supporting information) and further experiments are planned to characterize in detail the exact optical phase modulation effect of SbS near 750 nm.

3. Conclusion

In this paper, an emerging wide-bandgap phase change material Sb\(_2\)S\(_3\) is investigated for its applications in non-volatile reconfigurable photonics. The XRD and Raman data have confirmed the phase transition of Sb\(_2\)S\(_3\) from amorphous to crystalline state while ellipsometry shows that the material exhibits broadband transparency from 610 nm to near-IR. The large refractive index contrast and low absorptive loss of Sb\(_2\)S\(_3\) are clearly visible in both amorphous and crystalline states from 720 to 770 nm whereas the same length of GST will completely destroy the resonances. Hence, our experiment demonstrates the unlimited potential of Sb\(_2\)S\(_3\) to be used in tunable visible integrated photonics.
microring switch with low-loss, large optical phase shift ($\Delta \lambda \approx 0.4 \text{ nm}$) and extinction ratio (>30 dB) is demonstrated. Although the switching speed is slow for now (1 s for SET and 200 ns for RESET), we believe the switching speed can approach tens of nanoseconds with more thermally stable heater material and optimized heater design. For example, the waveguides can be planarized to reduce the required heater material thickness or atomically thin heater such as graphene can be used. Once high cyclability is achieved, more work will be done to characterize the transient response of the photonic switch in the nanosecond range to investigate how the optical transmission varies with electrical excitation, similar to the analysis in our previous work.\textsuperscript{34} Additionally, the thermo-optic coefficient of a SbS and cSbS at 1550 nm is extracted to be $-3.11 \times 10^{-4}$ K$^{-1}$ and $-7.28 \times 10^{-4}$ K$^{-1}$, respectively, with opposite sign to that of Si, showing that the SbS–SOI hybrid waveguide is more stable to temperature variation than Si waveguide. Potential future work will aim to show the electrical tunability of Sb$_2$S$_3$ on integrated SIN platform near 750 nm as well as large endurance of Sb$_2$S$_3$ integrated photonic switches. Guided by the performance metrics map for optical PCMs,\textsuperscript{67} other emerging low-loss PCMs such as Sb$_2$Se$_3$\textsuperscript{34,43} may also be explored. Our experiments introduce Sb$_2$S$_3$ as a promising candidate for the low loss non-volatile tuning of large-scale PIC at lower energy consumption and smaller footprint and will find wide applications in fields such as optical FPGAs, post-fabrication trimming, and non-volatile quantum integrated optics.

4. Experimental Section

SOI Device Fabrication: The Sb$_2$S$_3$-on-SOI microring resonators were fabricated on a 220-nm-thick silicon layer on top of a 3-μm-thick buried oxide layer (SOITECH). The pattern was defined by a JEOL/BJX-6300FS 100 kV electron-beam lithography (EBL) system using positive tone ZEP-520A resist. 220 nm fully etched ridge waveguides were made by an inductively coupled plasma reactive ion etching (ICP-RIE) process. A second EBL exposure using positive tone poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) resist was subsequently carried out to create windows for the SbS deposition. After development, 20 nm SbS was DC sputtered from a SbS target (Plasmatron Ltd.) in a magnetron Sputter System (Lesker Lab18) under Ar atmosphere at 27 W and base pressure of $5 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr. The Ar flow rate was controlled to maintain a sputtering pressure of 3.5 mTorr. The plasma was stabilized for 5 min before the actual deposition. The lift-off of SbS was completed using methylene chloride followed by a global capping of 10 nm PECVD SiN at 125 °C to prevent oxidation. Note that the SbS samples used for ellipsometry, Raman, and XRD were deposited on Si [100] wafers and capped with 10 nm sputtered ITO. The Sb$_2$S$_3$–ITO integrated photonic switch was fabricated in a similar process where the waveguide was only partially etched by 140 nm for easier liftoff of ITO. A 200 nm thick ITO layer was sputtered following the 20 nm SbS deposition without breaking vacuum. After the lift-off of the SbS/ITO layers, an extra EBL overlay and electron beam evaporation of Au/Cr (60 nm/30 nm) were done to pattern the electrode pads. For crystallization of SbS, rapid thermal annealing (RTA) at 300 °C for 20 min was performed under N$_2$ atmosphere.

SIN Device Fabrication: The SIN microring resonators were fabricated on a 220-nm-thick SIN membrane grown via LPCVD on 4 μm of thermal oxide on silicon (Rogue Valley Microelectronics). Roughly 400 nm of ZEP520A was spun, which was coated with a thin layer of Pt/Au that served as a charging layer. The resist was then patterned by EBL and the pattern was transferred to the SIN using the same RIE in CHF$_3$/O$_2$ chemistry. The SbS was deposited onto the SIN rings using the same process mentioned above.

Experimental Setup: The microrings on SOI were characterized by a vertical fiber-coupling setup.\textsuperscript{24} All the measurements were performed under ambient conditions while the temperature of the stage was fixed at $-24^\circ$ C by a thermoelectric controller (TEC, TE Technology TC-720) to prohibit the serious thermal shift of the resonators. The input light was provided by a tunable continuous-wave laser (Santec TSL-510) and its polarization was controlled by a manual fiber polarization controller (Thorlabs FPCS26) to match the fundamental quasi-TE mode of the waveguides. A low-noise power meter (Keysight 81634B) was used to collect the static optical output from the grating couplers. The transmission spectrum measurement was performed after the fabrication of bare ring resonators, deposition of SbS, and annealing, respectively to extract the spectral shift and change in optical loss in each step. For the electrical characterization of Sb$_2$S$_3$–ITO photonic switch, the electrical signals were applied to the metal contacts by a pair of DC probes controlled by two probe positioners (Cascade Microtech DPP105-M-AI-S). The current sweep and voltage measurement were provided by a source meter (Keithley 2450). The Set pulses were generated from a pulse function arbitrary generator (Keysight B1760A).

The Sb$_2$S$_3$ microrings were characterized via measuring the transmission using a confocal microscopy setup.\textsuperscript{82} A super continuum light source (Fianium WhiteLase Micro) was focused on the grating coupler through the objective lens, and a moveable pinhole was used to pick up only the signal coming out from the other grating and then send it to a spectrometer. The spectrometer was equipped with a Princeton Instruments PIXIS CCD with an IsoPlane SCT-320 Imaging Spectrograph.
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